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terminology of  proportions;   he  defines  similar figures as Euclid does.
(/3)  Indications of proofs differing frtim Euclid's.
Coming to theorems, we find in Aristotle indications of proofs differing entirely from those of Euclid. The. most remarkable case is that of the theorem of I. 5. For the purpose of illustrating the statement that in any syllogism one of the propositions must be affirmative and universal he gives a proof of the proposition as follows.1
' For let A, B be drawn [i. e. joined] to the centre.
'If then we assumed (1) that the angle AC [i.e. A + C]
is  equal  to the  angle  BD  [i.e.  J5 + D]   without asserting
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generally that the angles of semicircles are equal, and again (2) that the angle C is equal to the angle D without making the further assumption that^&e two angles of-all segments are equal, and if we ih'en inferred, lastly, that since the whole angles are equal, and equal angles are subtracted from them, the angles which remain, namely E, F> are equal, without assuming generally that, if equals be
subtracted from equals, the remainders are equal, we should
commit a petitio principii.3
There are obvious peculiarities of notation in this extract; the angles are indicated by single letters, and sums of two angles by two letters in juxtaposition (cf. DE for D + E in the proof cited from Archytas above, p. 215). The angles A, B are the angles at J, B of the isosceles triangle OAB, the same angles as are afterwards spoken of as E, F. But the differences of substance between this and Euclid's proof are much more striking. First, it is clear that 'mixed' angles (' angles' formed by straight lines with circular arcs) played a much larger part iii earlier text-books than they do in Euclid, where indeed they only appear once or twice as a survival. Secondly, it is remarkable that the equality of the two ' angles' of a semicircle and of the two c angles' of any segment is assumed *as a means of proving a proposition so
1 Anal. Prior, i. 24. 41 b 13-22.

